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ABSTRACT 
 

The ever-increasing need for data capacity called for revolutionary new approach of data storage. Thereby, a new 

proprietary resilient file system (ReFS) was introduced, which is capable of ensuring stored data integrity, high 

availability, and security by using specially designed processes. This gives a robust opportunity to store 1 YB 

(Yottabyte) of information per volume reducing the administrative burden. Challenges facing the ReFS are: file 

system (FS) analysis by reverse engineering; data interpretation and recording, recovery of deleted files, built-in FS 

proprietary processes. 
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1 GENERAL 
 

The main goal of this study is to reverse engineer proprietary FS developed by Microsoft. Nowadays 

demand for data storage increasing exponentially, thus new proprietary FS was introduced.  

Assumed scenarios of created and deleted files/folders are imitated on a volume formatted with ReFS. 

Employing the best practices for reverse engineering analysis, general hex editor and calculator are used 

for proper interpretation of hex values. The legitimate “translation” of values allows developers, 

consumers, business-oriented companies, and digital forensics examiners to use them according their 

needs.  

Authors attempt to visualize findings and relationships between metadata (various tables) and actual 

stored data. This allows easy-to-find the sector, block, offset or actual piece of value for further use or 

interpretation (prove). 
 

2 CONCLUSION 
 

The appearance of new proprietary ReFS provides the basis of storing large amounts of data. Companies 

operating in the fields like cloud computing, big data centres will move their platforms to this FS. At this 

point, aforementioned members must possess extensive knowledge about it.  

Thus, authors believe reverse engineering analysis is a unique step towards expanding community 

awareness in this particular field. This intelligence enables software developers, operating systems (OS) 

developers, malware investigators, digital forensics, and business-oriented representatives to apply 

discrete decision-making processes.  

ReFS offer an exclusive way of data storage and manipulation; hence the degree of application 

literally is unlimited. Along these lines a throughout reverse engineering analysis must be done to 

alleviate the integration of this FS.  
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